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About This Software

You won't know you need it before actually using it.

Quixer is an application designed to do very simple tasks Windows should be able to do.

Windows takes the roundabout way. Quixer goes straight to the point.

Just want to adjust your game's volume on the fly?

Quixer will let you seamlessly adjust any game's or application's volume with the press of a few keys. You can decrease,
increase and mute the volume of focused or unfocused windows individually.

Long gone are the days where you need to interrupt what you are doing by either going into your game's audio settings or
Windows volume mixer.

Want to switch from your speakers to your headset?

Quixer has a feature that allows you to quickly change between Audio Devices (Playback and Recording) with both hotkeys
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and clicks.

You will no longer have to go the long way around in Windows' sound settings.

Want to set several applications' volume to a pre-determined level in one key press?

Quixer allows you to do just that. Configure your presets the way you want, press a hotkey and let Quixer do the rest.

No more adjusting each application's volume level one by one in the Windows volume mixer.

Quixer is highly customizable

Quixer can be launched as a stand-alone (without Steam), and so there are a lot of ease of use settings. Such as Starting
Quixer with Windows or Steam Integration (Displays as Playing on Steam).

Each feature has a clean UI pop-up that you can also customize.
Not a fan of screen noise? Just disable them.

Standard versions :

About Me

I'm studying computer science in university and I push updates and do maintenance, not only for Quixer, but also for a few
other of my own applications. All of that on my free time (while I should probably be studying).

I've actually been developing applications for a few years. I have a few public applications, but most I keep to myself because
they are very tailored to my needs. All of the features present in Quixer were scattered in different applications that I was using

on a daily basis.

I had never released anything with a price tag on it and I was curious about releasing something on Steam just to see the process.
So I decided to gather everything in a single application, make it 10 times better, and release it. I'm very happy about the

outcome!

I take great pride in my creations and put a lot of meticulous effort into everything I make. Every pixel and character matters.
Feedback is also very important to me. If there is a bug that needs to be fixed or a feature you would love to see implemented,

be sure to mention it.

I'm very proactive, passionate, and I seek perfection!
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Took 3 days for it to even start! Had to send log files to the dev, which got returned to me! (bad email address?) Second or third
patch got it to actually start. Finally starts, it didn't save, had to start over from the beginning, again, over and over. Now, it
crashes in the exact same spot every time---the very first jump in the game. Repeatedly tried it (going through the whole intro
each time), it repeatedly crashes.
Seems like it's still in EA and definitely wasn't ready for release. My first refund ever! 'Might' revisit in 6-12 months.. OMG! i
love this game. firstly the positives. it is really scary. and i love how the animatronics are more smart. it makes the game more
challenging. i am up to were you have to get the key card of the cats tail. i like how the flashlight dosen't flicker or go out at
random. and the scene where the cat bashes down the wall is just...........WOW. . i rate this game a 10/10. real good. all i ask is
that can you make the running time a little more longer. and i assume that you are fixing the stuff like the screen freezing.
thanks for releasing a second game. when it was anounced i lost my mind.. A fairly decent little point and click TD get it at 50%
off or greater it is pretty short.. just beautiful. Best 30 minutes of my life. I highly reccomend this game. 10/10 Best Game Ever.
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Wand Wars VR seems like a great game however there are many problems with the game which might make it unplayable. I
have not played the game for long however not being able to hear anything is a big factor in my overall review. Since this game
is very new it would make sense that there are very few forum posts to help solve some issue. If you wanted to get this game
then i would wait a few months so the game can improve and get easier to fix.. Too hard so i quit.. This is a pretty cool
experience and Im glad they made it available.

Thank you so much for using actual movement instead of teleporting.

That said, the camera has some weird distortion to it like some other "not made for vr" games I have played, It looks just fine
when you turn using the right stick. If you physically rotate your head everything is weird and distorted.

If you are having nausea related issues trying to play this, try holding your head stationary and use the controller for all
movement.. I am torn on whether or not to recommend this game.

Personally, the biggest perk from this game is its atmosphere. How beautiful and artful it is comes in a close second, however.
The imagery is fantastical. I loved the colors and how each level centralizes (or tries to anyway) around a certain theme and
color. I found that the character breaking into shards of glass when dying was interesting and the entire concept of what a tulpa
is. The visuals and the atmosphere of this game is the most fascinating and enjoyable aspect this game has to offer.

On the other side, this game has some hefty cons. It is incredibly short. One playthrough takes roughly about an hour to get
through (this is coming from someone who gets stuck on the simplest of puzzles). The ending is very abrupt and unexpected
with no real plot involved - unless I am perhaps too vague to understand the depth that is presented in the surreal imagery. There
does appear to be a hint of a story underlying the imagery, but after spending my time going through multiple playthroughs I
simply cannot fathom what I am missing. With so much to look forward to regarding the imagery and the atmosphere I was
hoping for at least five levels to go deeper into the concept of a "tulpa" (which is a fascinating concept on its own and I did not
feel as though it explored this idea at all). I was, admittedly, very disappointed with the abrupt ending as I was enjoying the
game up until then. I had expected a lot more from it.

Regardless of its hefty con ... it is worth playing in my opinion, especially if you enjoy atmospheric games with lots of imagery.
I would wait until it was on sale to purchase, though.. This is a terrible game, don't waste your time or money. Very simplistic
and not fun.. i mainly use it for warmup for csgo comp
. This game is a solid 7/10. It has made me tell my wife to whip out the red panties because after you beat tundra, you made it.
♥♥♥♥ Graphics. the gameplay is on point

Update 1.0.1:
Hey there, just a small update with 2 things people asked for!

- Added more keys to bind actions to! (Arrows & Numpad)
- Added a setting that allows to display the numerical value of the volume with the slider.
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I'm also looking into adding 2 bigger features. One of them being keybind per application. It's going to take a bit more time for
those if I decide to add them in though.

Enjoy!. Update 1.1.0:
I was hard at work this past week between exams and Quixer. I got some juicy stuff for you!

A few were asking for more and more keys to bind hotkeys on. With different keyboard layouts and exotics keys, I had to go
with what made the most sense.

And so! I got rid of the keyboard layout and redesigned the keybinding from scratch. You can now simply press the keys you
want to assign as a hotkey and some mysterious magic will happen right before your eyes.

Next we have profiles! This feature had me re-design the way configurations were handled so you will unfortunately have to
rebind your hotkeys. (Sorry!)

I will try to make this simple... You have the default profile which is Global Profile. This profile is the equivalent of how
Quixer used to be. Meaning the focused window will be the one having its volume adjusted.

You can add more profiles that will target exes of your choice. Upon assigning hotkeys to those profiles, you will be able to
manage their audio without the need to be focused on those apps.

I'm sure it will make more sense when you try it!

And finally, as you can probably see, Quixer got a nice design overhaul all around. Don't underestimate designing... it takes a lot
of time.
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Even though I tested the new features a bunch, there might still be a few bugs hiding around. If you encounter one make sure
you report it.

Feedback is always welcomed so keep it coming.

That's it for now though. Profiles have opened a door to more features in the future so we will see what happens next!. Update
1.3.1:
Just a quick hello to say it is now possible to distinguish between the same modifier keys.
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The little white corner indicates there's a tip for that key. In this case, it will tell you that you can rotate between Ctrl, LCtrl and
RCtrl by clicking on the key.

This means that if you set your hotkey to LCtrl + A and press RCtrl + A, Quixer won't detect it as the correct hotkey. If you
set it to Ctrl + A, there is no change from before, both LCtrl and RCtrl will work.

Cheers!. Update 1.2.1:
Just a quick patch to fix the bug that was happening when you added a device and you didn't have the feature enabled.

Cheers!. Update 1.2.3:
Hotfix for the bug caused by the length of the device name.
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